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BOOK ANNOUNCEMENT 
Discrete  Opt imizat ion ,  I and  I I ,  Anna ls  of D iscrete  Mathemat ics  4 ,and 5 
(Nor th -Ha l :and  Pub l i sh ing  Company,  Amsterdam,  1979) x+299pp,  and v i+ 
453 pp.  
Surveys presented  at the D iscrete  Opt imiza!  ~ (DO)  Sympos ium sponsored  by 
IBM Canada and S IAM in Vancouver ,  B.C.  an-1 Proceed ings  of the Advanced 
Research  Inst i tute  on D iscrete  Opt imizat ion  at,-! Systems App l i ca t ions  (AR I -  
DOSA)  o rgan ized  in Banff,  A lber ta  by the S¢.zzms Science Pane l  of NATO.  
Edi ted by P. L. HAMMER,  E .L .  JOHNSON o~.:d B. KORTE.  
About the contents. Discrete optimizatio~ is an area which has tremend aus practical impor1:auce, and 
'bach la~s grown frond several fields of mathematics, operations research, a~d computer scie'nce. The 
practical importance comes about because t'aodelling problems involving logica~ choices, discrete units, 
or non.-linear functions lead naturally to optimization problems with discrete lements. 
Developments have come from combinatorics, graph ~heory, group theory, boolean algebra, and 
convexity in mathematics. Integer programming has become an importan' part of malhematical 
programming and a tool in some operations research studies. Computer scienti~.ts have begun to study 
combinatorial optimization algorithms in a systematic way. 
The present volumes have a broad scope. The 24 survey papers reveal the diversity of approaches a  
well as some important application areas and the current state of compute~" codes for so)ring these 
problems. The surveys are by leading contributors and po;.nt out major developments. 
In addition to the surveys, there are reports from the NATO Advanced Research hstitute on 
Discrete Optimization and Systems Applications. These reports are co~cerned with dirzctions needed 
to successfully address the difficult, practical problems arising in industry a~d govern~;em. Many of 
these problems invulw, a discrete aspect; the types of problems and how they are curre:~tly treated is a 
part of these reports. 
,'iTrJe volumes are urinate in this area in presenting elementary surw:ys of broad scopv with discm~sion 
material. They very well summarize the state-of-the-art and give valuable: insight into *rends and 
important developments. 
About the readers. "~ he two volumes hould be of interest to students, researchers, professors, and 
practitioners. Novice researchers can find curr2nt hinking, at an elementary level of presentation, by
leading researchers, or the major developments during the last several years. Experts can broaden 
their knowledge in areas related to their own and can use the book as a reference. Practitioners can 
learn about he diverse approaches being taken in problem solving and can compare their experiences 
with other practical ongoing work 
Canwnts. Discrete Optimization !: Prefact, 
L Combinatorial and polyhedrtl aspects o~ discrete op~anization: Surveys: C. Oerge, Packing 
problems and hypergraph t eory: a survey. J. V.dr~onds, Matroid intersection. P L. Hammer, Book'an 
elements in combinatorial optimization. A2. rtoffman, The role of unimodularity in applying linear 
inequalities tocombinatorial theorems. B. Korte; Approximative al~,.orlthms ~or discrete optimization 
problems. J K. Lenstra and A.H.G. Rinnooy Kan, Computational c,~mplexity of discrete optimization 
problems. L. Lovitsz, Graph theory and integer programming. J. Tird, Blocking and antiblocking 
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polyhedta. Reports: Complexity of combinatorial problems (R.L. Graham). Structural aspects of 
discrete problems (P, Hansen), Polyhedral aspects of discrete optimization (AJ.  Hoffman), 
2. Some Ilundttmental elmses ot[ problems: Surveys: R.,E. ~_qurkard, Travelling salesman and assign- 
ment problems: a survey. P,C. Gilmore, Cutting stock linear pi'ogramming, knapsacking, dynamic 
programming and integer programming, some interconncclions. V Klee and D. Larman, Use of 
Floyd's algorithm to find shortest res;ricted paths. E, L. Lawlcr, Shortest path and network flow 
algorithms, M.W. Padberg, Covering, Packing and Knaps~,ck problems, Reports: Net~olk flow, 
assignment and travelling salesman problems (D. de Ghellinek). Algorithms for special ck~sses of 
eombina~,orial optimization problems (J.K. Lenstra). 
Contents. Discrete Optimization !I: 
3, Methodologs,: Surveys: E. Balas, Disjun(tive programming, t~. Hansen, Methods of nonlinear 0--I 
programming. R G. Jeroslow. An introduction to the theory of ,:utting planes. E.L. Johnson. On the 
group problem and a subadditive approach to integer pr, -ammiag J.F. Shapiro, A su:vey of 
lagrangian techniques for discrete ops~mization. K. Spielt ~ .numerative methods in integer 
programming. Reports: Branch and t~ound/implicit enume, (E. Balas). C'utting plar, es (M. 
Gondranl. Group theoretic and lagre.ngean methods (M.W. P~ .. ~). 
4. Computer codes: Surveys: E.M.L. Beale, Branch and boun, . ~od~ for mathematical program- 
ming systems. A. Land and S. Powelk Computer codes for problum ' ; iT~teger programming, i:~eports: 
Current state of computer codes for discrete optimization (J.J.H. Fcr~csf. Co3e~ for special problems 
(F. Giannessi). Cu,:rel~t compu~,er codes (S, Powell). 
5. Applications: Surt, e~.s: R.L. Graham, E.L. Lawler, 2.K. Lenstra and A.H.G. Rinnocy Kan, 
Optimization and apprc~ximation i  deterministic sequencing and scheduling: a survey. J. Kra:up and 
P. Pruzan, Selected i'amilies of location problems. S. Zionts, A survey of multiple criteria integer 
programmi~.g methods. Peports: Industrial applications (E.M.L. Beale). Modelling (D. Klillgman). 
Location and disrSbution problems (J. Krarvp). Communication and electrical networks (M Segal). 
Scheduling tA.H.G. Riuooy Kan). Conclusive remarks. 
